Abstract-Taking
I. INTRODUCTION 1. Mine debris flow is a prominent environmental geological problem caused in the course of mine development and construction. The construction of mine and development of resources are often affected by the frequent occurrence and damage of debris flow. As a result, the dangerous degree evaluation of mine debris flow should be strengthened. The dangerous degree evaluation of mine debris flow is mainly contains the evaluation of the occur risk of debris flow disaster, the range and extend of the disaster as well as the loss of destroy ect.. The evaluation laid a solid foundation for recognizing the disaster situation of debris flow, making prevention policies as well as making plan, prevention and control measures for control regions. But the diversity and uncertainty of inducing factors of debris flow greatly increase the difficulty of the debris flow evaluation.
The western Qinling is taken as study object in this paper. It is located in the source of Jialing River and Han River, which is rich in metal mineral resources, such as Pb, Zn, Au and so on. These metals are concentrated in mineral accumulation areas such as Fengxian, Taibai ect.. Since the reform and open, various regions have been developing the mining economy positively by the right of their resource superiority. The mining development has made a significant contribution for the development of the local economy as well as the social progress. However, the mine debris flow occur frequently because of the high-strength exploit of mineral resources, the strong disturbance of geological environment caused by mining activities and the recklessly stacking of waste slag, rocks and tailings [1] . In August 1981, affected immediately by the strong rainstorm, large areas of debris flow occurred in western Qinling. With a large amount of waste slag, the debris flow buried a train of Honghuapu Station making bridges and roads blocked and destroyed by detritus, traffic suspended for 60 days, which made heavy losses for the national economy [2] . On September 18th, 2001, after a heavy rain, a mine debris flow occurred abruptly in qiantongshan mining area. The mountain slumping stuff in the upper reaches of the cleugh and the mine waste slag poured down, which buried the transport vehicles, suspended the traffic of the mining area and also caused heavy losses. As a result, the dangerous degree evaluation of mine debris flow should be put into effect as soon as possible in order to instruct the prevention and reduction of disaster of mine debris flow scientifically.
II. THE DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF IGA-BP EVALUATION MODEL

A. The Limits of Traditional Mathematical Evaluation Models
The influencing factors of dangerous degree of mine debris flow are complicated and numerous. Assessing its dangerous degree scientifically applies important basis for the management planning and engineering design of mine debris flow. For the past few years, a lot of scholars have been carrying studies on the dangerous degree of mine debris flow from different perspectives, and have obtained plentiful achievements [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . From the traditional methods like torrent classification, quantitative discrimination act to the later fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, mathematical methods mathematical methods are increasingly widely used in the evaluation of mine debris flow risk. While the superiority of those mathematical methods mentioned appear fully, their disadvantages are also exposed in practice, which has attracted increasing attention. Methods which were used earlier such as torrent classification, quantitative discrimination act are simple to operate, but the formulas themselves are in the status of semiquantitative "man-made scoring". There are more human experience and subjective effects in these methods. While fuzzy comprehensive evaluation has a strong ability of data expression. It can take different index weights into account and carry out comprehensive evaluation on multi-factors. But in practice, it is often difficult to determine the membership function and weight sets objectively.
B. The Present of Evaluation Model Based on Immune
Genetic Neural Network
The dangerous degree of mine debris flow can be measured by a risk degree with a probability conception. But the determination of its hidden layer structure, the number of neurons, the initial threshold and the initial connection weight value is faced with the new problem of global optimization [11] . However, in practice, there are some problems to be discussed further [12] [13] . For example, for monotonic functions or unimodal functions, they approach the optimal value rapidly at the beginning while converge slowly nearby the optimal value. For the optimization problems of multimodal functions, they always converge to local extremum rapidly. While the genetic algorithm ② Set parameters of immune genetic algorithm: input "population size", "the maximum number of hidden layers", "the maximum number of hidden nodes", "the maximum iterations", "the crossover rate of the first and the second layers", "the mutation probability of the first and the second layers", "the mutation probability of the third layer" and "concentration threshold" into the parameter setting column of immune genetic algorithm separately. In which, "population size" refers to the amount of antibodies in immune genetic algorithm; "the maximum number of hidden layers" refers to the maximum number of hidden layers which probably appear, no more than 4 in general; "the maximum number of hidden nodes" refers to the maximum number of hidden units which probably appear in single hidden layer, suggesting no more than two times of the maximum number of input nodes; "the maximum iterations" refers to the iterations till the end of immune genetic algorithm; "the crossover rate of the first and the second layers" refers to the crossover rate of antibody genes in the first and the second layers, and the number is valued in (0,1), the larger the value, the more the crossover times, no more than 0.8 for suggestion; "the mutation probability of the first and the second layers" refers to the mutation probability of antibody genes in the first and the second layers, and the number is valued in (0,1), the larger the value, the more the mutation times, and too high mutation probability may make the algorithm unstable, so the number is better no more than 0.2; "the mutation probability of the third layer" refers to the mutation probability of antibody genes in the third layer with its range in (0,1), and no more than 0.6 for better; "concentration threshold" refers to the maximum Accordingly the optimal hidden layer structure of BP neural network is determined as type of 33-8-3.
B. The Training of BP Neural Network
The training of artificial neural network is the process When the training of BP neural network is over, mature weights and threshold will be stored in BP neural network in order to be used by comprehensive evaluation program module.
C. The Distinction Examination of BP Neural Network Training Samples
After the training of neural network mentioned above, neural network models which had been trained were used to do distinction examination on 24 training sample data [17] . 
